I:58 MINISTRY

- Pray for protection, provision and strength for the staff, youth, and volunteers involved with “Operation Feed My People” that has been operating nonstop since April 2020 and will now run through the end of the year and beyond.
- Pray for wisdom and continued favor in dealing with our new fiscal sponsors, City College/21st Century Foundation.
- Pray for discernment around the next stages of the Living Redemption Youth Opportunity Hub and Soul David Station. Our grant ended in June 2021.
- Pray for peace for all staff that are currently serving with Living Redemption and feeling anxiety about uncertainty concerning funding.

CHURCH MINISTRY

- Many of our churches are still in the process of planning how to reconvene their congregations after shutting down for almost a year and a half due to the COVID pandemic. Please pray for unity and deep love for one another as they proceed through this disruptive time.
- Many of our churches are in a crucial transition phase in the Growing Intentional Disciplemaking Cultures process. Please pray for wisdom and determination to count the cost and pay the price to see this stage of the process through.
- Please pray that each of our GiDC churches would be focused on ministry to the lost and that God would give them encouraging fruit.

NYU MINISTRY

- Pray for the relaunch of our in-person community after the 2020 pandemic circumstances.
- Pray for our drive in establishing a strong disciplemaker identity and environment that empowers our Navigator vision of igniting disciplemaker communities.
- Pray for an increased love of the Scriptures and biblical literacy for our students.

NYU-TANDON MINISTRY

- Pray for energy this fall. This year was exhausting on our staff for both personal and professional reasons and so it seems daunting to launch the ministry again this fall.
- Pray for new life and the opportunity to share the gospel often. We loved the culture we created two years ago of outreach, and are praying it still exists.
- Pray for our staff to abide deeply and heal this fall.

20’S MINISTRY

- Pray for ongoing efforts to strengthen the ties between Collegiate and 20s in NYC. Many students flounder and struggle to maintain momentum in their faithwalk post-college. We hope our efforts normalize the transition from Collegiate to Nav20s to D4L ministries within The Navigators.
- Navigators NYC 20s “catches” alumni of NYC ministries while also welcoming alumni from around the country and the world. Most of them have previously been affiliated with Navigators Collegiate ministry but 20s also receives and welcomes alumni from other ministries like Intervarsity and Campus Crusade for Christ. Please pray for those who will join us in the months to come.
- Please pray for us to assemble the appropriate mix of events/programs with life-to-life Discipleship forming the bedrock of what we do. Understandably, 20-somethings are trying to figure out what post-pandemic life looks like and how to best re-engage with in-person church and ministry. We want our ministry to build people up rather than seeking to build our ministry with people, and the right mix will accomplish that goal.
FIRST RESPONDERS MINISTRY
- Pray that God continues to use the 24/7 prayer line in the lives of the 55,000 members of service in the NYPD.
- Pray for the leaders of Police Officers for Christ: Cristian, Bethzayda and Isaura as they seek to impact the NYPD with the gospel.
- Pray that our Navigator staff working with first responders will be a bridge between the NYPD and the communities they serve.

WORKPLACE MINISTRY
- Pray for the safety and well-being of NYCHA leaders, participants and their family and that there will be no fear or anxiety as employees are returning back to work at office locations.
- Pray for an increase in NYCHA Bible study groups and the eventual transition from Zoom to live sessions.
- Pray for God’s wisdom and guidance in all preparations for the implantation of the Public Reading of Scripture Outreach starting September 2021. Pray for fruitful relationship with all partnering organizations, that residents will welcome the outreach and the goal of recruiting 15-25 weekly participants will be accomplished. Pray that God will provide local volunteers to assist with the outreach.

MILITARY MINISTRY
- Pray for a core group of five young airmen who are serious about following Jesus.
- Pray for an established and continuing discipleship ministry happening at King’s College.
- Pray that we see next-generation leaders (probably staff) arise in the next two to three years on the military base and at The King’s College.

NEIGHBORS MINISTRY
- Pray for more volunteers, schools and churches to come on board with this exciting evangelism and discipleship outreach to our Greater NYC communities!
- Pray for more decisions for Christ among children ages 4 to 17 and deeper discipleship in the lives of young people, families and school staff.
- Pray for the Spirit’s wisdom and coordination of the rapidly growing work administratively and financially.

PRAY AND SEEK THE SHALOM OF THE CITY
"Also, seek the peace and prosperity of the city to which I have carried you into exile. Pray to the Lord for it, because if it prospers, you too will prosper." – Jeremiah 29:7

DURING THIS TIME OF PANDEMIC AND SOCIAL DIVISIONS,
PRAY FOR THE PEACE OF THE CITY
Pray for the peace of Jerusalem: “May those who love you be secure. May there be peace within your wall and security within your citadels.” For the sake of my family and friends, I will say, “Peace be within you.” For the sake of the house of the Lord our God, I will seek your prosperity.” – Psalm 122:6-9

PRAY FOR JUSTICE AND ETHNIC EQUITY IN THE CITY

PRAY FOR EVANGELIZATION OF NEW YORK CITY AND THAT GOD WOULD USE US